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Project Idea 

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever” - Mahatma Gandhi

People constantly desire to update their knowledge and learn new things for personal, academic and 
professional purposes. People are looking for newer and better ways of learning. Several new systems are 
become popular as new ways of learning and teaching. Massive Open Online Courses, such as Coursera, is 
one new such way of learning. Most of these systems are structured and based on a schedule.
When people decide to learn something new, they usually go to a search engine and try to find information 
on specific topics and answers to specific question. This usually requires searching for long time with varying 
keywords. Search engines are not built for directly acquiring knowledge or direct question answering. 
Forums also require a lot of searching and parsing through tons of content. Other sources of learning are 
online encyclopedias and tutorials.

There are some problems with learning alone as it can become boring or one can become casual about it. 
Most people start well and soon taper out due to lack of motivation and drive. 
We propose to develop a solution that will bring peers together in pairs to learn and share knowledge on 
topics that interest them. Users can pick topics and their comfort level in teaching it and also list the topics 
they want to learn. The system will randomly pair two users around a topic based on their skill levels and 
put the two in a private virtual environment where they can collaborate and decide on a schedule and the 
readings and work their way through learning the topic. We are hoping that being in a private peer learning 
environment will motivate the users to continue and persist with their training and teaching and come 
through successfully. 

Through this project we also wish to research further the impacts of peer learning. Users will get to rate their 
peers and the overall peer-learning session. We will have record of the users skill levels and we would like 
to see if there is any difference between pairing users of different skill levels or what is the optimal pairing. 
We believe there are some interesting research data that can be extracted from this and we are currently 
reading up on research papers that deal with peer learning and pairing of users and social education to see 
how we can contribute further to this space by eventually writing a paper on what we learn through this.

Target Audience 

This system targets average internet users who are interested in learning about a particular topic, or have a 
question about a hobby or interest but are not sure whom to ask and how to go about getting the answers.
We want to bring together people with interests in similar topics but in different sub topics or with different 
perspectives so they can mutually benefit from each others’ knowledge.
Also, this system is for people who are sometimes too shy to ask questions about something in a classroom, 
group or discussion forum because of the effects of social facilitation, but might be comfortable in an 
anonymous pairing. 
The system is also for experts in a field who want to share their knowledge with other people.

Key Features 

Key words searching 
Allow user to easily find area of interest by keyword. 
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Recommendation systems
Possibly suggest topics of interest to users based on past activity.

 Tag clouds based on so.cl search data for related and associated topics
Based on so.cl research data and other search engine data, users can receive topic recommendations 
that intriduce tthem to new areas of learning.

Peer matching system
The system suggests a peer match or mentor for everyone who wants to learn something. The system 
will randomly match users of different skill levels. Users also have the option of selecting a peer from the 
system based on interests or even past interactions. 

Peer learning
The two peers can then ask questions, get answers, share knowledge and learn by interacting with each 
other. The system will facilitate some of these interactions - like document sharing, resource sharing and 
chat. The peers are also free to get in touch with each other outside the scope of the system (via email, 
phone, skype etc.) and may also schedule meeting times.

Learning from past peer-learning
Although peer-learning sessions are private between two users. The users, if they so wish, can share 
information about their peer-learning session, including schedule and break down of work and notes, 
etc. Other users who wish to make better use of the system can learn from these successful pairs.

Plugin to other online course systems
Just like how Disquss is a commenting system that can be plugged in to any website, we are looking at 
avenues of expanding our system into something similar that can be plugged into an existing learning 
eco-system like Coursera and continue to enable users of that system to pair up and learn from peers 
through our system integrating with the other education platform.

Platform

We want to make sure most people have access to the system. So we have decided to make a Rich Internet 
Application. Being a web application, mobile, tablet as well as desktop users will be able to access it. We 
are mostly interested in rich media interactions, so only smartphones will have access to the application. 
We are planning to make a rich internet application, which will be fluid and responsive in nature. That is, 
the interface will scale to the full width and height of the screen, giving more content area. The responsive 
design will optimize the interface for mobile, tablets and desktops. So, only most relevant content will be 
shown based on the mobile. For example, more horizontal content/controls will be shown when the mobile 
device is landscape etc.

In terms of technologies, we are planning to build the application in Ruby on Rails, a powerful platform for 
the backend of the application. The Ruby on Rails system will work with the MySQL database to retrieve data 
about the user, topics, chat and location of resources. It will eventually mine data from online resources. For 
front-end, we are using Javascript and jQuery to create clean and elegant user interfaces. The front-end will 
make Ajax calls to server for getting contents dynamically, so that user’s don’t have to refresh page all the 
time for new content.

Competitors

1. Coursera
The first competitor is the online course: Coursera, which connects with universities to offer courses 
online for anyone. Users can watch lectures taught by school professors and learn by themselves, then 
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they can test their knowledge and concepts through interactive exercises. Besides, users can connect 
with other learners by joining the online community to post questions about courses.Users can also 
evaluate others’ assignment and give feedbacks. 

2. Meetup.com
Other competitor is Meetup, which is a network of local groups. It provides users a platform to organize 
a local group or find one group to join to meet up face-to-face. Meetup groups cover motiable themes, 
such as adventure club, runners group, film fans, etc. 

3. p2pu.org
Peer 2 Peer University (P2PU) is a grassroots open education project which provides public a peer-to-
peer learning platform. Anyone could organize other users to form a group studying a specific topic. 
The organizer could post the goal of the course, set several tasks for peers to discuss. 

4. Khan Academy
Khan Academy provides people an engaging and fun environment to learn about programming. It 
provides dozens of programs at a variety of skill levels, across a number of disciplines including art, 
mathematics and science. Besides, It provides number of tutorials covering frequently used concepts, 
as well as a number of examples, which could let students explore by changing variables or animation, 
and simultaneously see the changes.

Timeline
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